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Box No. I Basis of the report

1 . With regard to the language, this report is based on the International application in the language in which it was

filed, unless otherwise indicated under this Hem.

This report is based on translations from the original language into the following language .

which is the language of a translation furnished for the purposes of:

international search (under Rules 12.3 and 23.1(b))

publication of the international application (under Rule 12.4)

. international preliminary examination (under Rules 55,2 andfcr 55.3)

2 With reaard to the elements* of the international application, this report is based on (replacement sheets which

have been furnished to the receiving Office in response to an invitation under Article 14 are referred to in this

report as "originally filed
m and are not annexed to this report):

Description, Pages

1 , 4, 6-10 as originally filed

2 3 5 tiled with telefax on 12.10.2005

Claims, Numbers

n .n 6 filed with telefax on 1 2. 1 0.2005

Drawings, Sheets

1/10-10/10 as originally filed

a sequence listing anoVbr any related table(s) - see Supplemental Box Relating to Sequence listing

3. The amendments have resulted in the cancellation of:

the description, pages
the claims, Nos.

the drawings, sheets/figs

the sequence listing (specify):

any table(s) related to sequence listing (specify):

4 This report has been established as If (some of) the amendments annexed to this report and listed below

had not been made, since they have been considered to go beyond the disclosure as filed, as indicated in the

Supplemental Box (Rule 70.2(c)).

the description, pages
the claims, Nos.

the drawings, sheetsrfigs

the sequence listing (specify):

any table(s) related to sequence listing (specify):

* If item 4 applies, seme or all of these sheets may Jbe marked "superseded. "
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Box No V Reasoned statement under Article 35(2) with regard to novelty, inventive step or Industrial

applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

1. Statement

Novelty (N) Y«s: c,aims 1 "16

No: Claims

Inventive step (IS) Yes: Claims 1-16

No: Claims

Industrial applicability (IA) Yes: Claims 1-16

No: Claims

2. Citations and explanations (Rule 70.7):

see separate sheet
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Reasoned statement with regard to novelty, Inventive step and industrial

applicability; citations and explanations supporting such statement

Reference is made to the following document:

D1 : US-Bi -6 286 149 (WHITAKER KEVIN D) 1 1 September 2001 (2001-09-1 1)

1 Claim 1 - Novelty (Article 33(2) PCT)

The document D1 is regarded as being the closest prior art to the subject-matter of

claim 1 , and discloses (the references in parentheses applying to this document):

An air-deflection attachment (10) for an item of protective sports gear (77, 78)

worn on the head of a wearer, the attachment including:

a deflector portion (1 2) of unitary substantially air-impermeable flexible

construction for location alongside the face and forwardly from an ear of a

wearer of the item of protective gear, the deflector portion (1 2) being generally

in the form of a vertically elongated aerofoil, having an operatively inner face

(20) and an operatively outer face (22), the inner face (20) and the outer face

(22) meeting along an operatively leading edge (1 6) of the deflector portion (1 2)

and respectively extending between said leading edge (16) and an operatively

trailing edge (1 8) of the deflector portion (1 2), the inner face (20) providing an

inner edge spaced laterally inwardly from the trailing edge (1 8) for substantially

sealingly abutting a side of the face of the wearer, and the outer face (22) being

for deflecting flow of air past the head of a wearer arising from movement of the

wearer in a direction in which the wearer is facing, the deflection being away

from the wearer's outer ear canal opening, and acting to reduce wind noise

levels experienced by the wearer when moving; and

an attachment portion ((30, 42) attached to the deflector portion (12) for

releasably attaching the attachment to the item of protective gear (77, 78).

The subject-matter of claim 1 therefore differs from this known attachment in that the

Inner edge is provided by a ridge extending longitudinally along at least part of the

Form PCT/Separato SheeV409 (Sheet i) (EPO-January 200*)
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inner face of the deflector portion and that the deflector portion is in the form of a

moulding of resiliently flexible plastics foam construction.

The subject matter of claim 1 is therefore novel (article 33(2) PCT).

2 Claim 1 - Inventive step (Article 33(3) PCT)

The problem to be solved by the present invention may be regarded as being to

improve the performance of an air-deflection attachment.

The solution to the problem proposed in claim 1 of the present application is

considered to involve an inventive step (Article 33(3) PCT), because in the available

prior art it is neither known nor suggested to construct the attachment in such a way

that it conforms to the shape of the face to achieve a sealing abutment. In particular

when used with a protective helmet, it is not necessary to over-tighten the chin strap

of the helmet in order to be effective.

3 Independent Claims 13 & 14

The same reasoning applies mutatis mutandis to the subject matter of corresponding

independent claims 13 & 14 , which therefore are also considered to be novel and

inventive.

4 Dependent Claims

Claims 2-12 and 15 are dependent on claims 1 and 14 respectively and as such

also meet the requirements of the PCT with respect to novelty and Inventive step.

Form PCT/Separate Sheet/409 (Shoot 2) (EPO-January 2004)
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of the deflector portion, the Inner face providing an inner edge spaced laterally

inwardly from the trailing edge for substantially sealingly abutting a side of the

face of the wearer, the inner edge being provided by a ridge extending

longitudinally along at least part of the inner face of the deflector portion, and the

outer face being for deflecting flow of air past the head of a wearer arising from

movement of the wearer in a direction in which the wearer is facing, the

deflection being away from the wearer's outer ear canal opening, and acting to

reduce wind noise levels experienced by the wearer when moving, the deflector

portion being in the form of a moulding of resiliency flexible plastics foam

construction, the flexible construction of the deflector portion permitting

conformation of the inner edge thereof to the shape of the side of the face of a

wearer of the item of protective gear; and

an attachment portion attached to the deflector portion for releasably

attaching the attachment to the Item of protective gear.

It will be appreciated that in sports such as. for example, in-line

skating or rollerblading. snowboarding, skiing, and yachting, where a

sportsperson's head does not always necessarily face in the direction in which

the sportsperson moves, each attachment will also act to deflect flow of air past

the head of the sportsperson away from the sportsperson's outer ear canal

opening, when the sportsperson's head is. within limits, turned sideways.

The

AMENDED SHEET
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ridge providing the inner edge of the deflector portion may be spaced from the

leading edge of the deflector portion and spaced from the trailing edge of the

deflector portion, part of the deflector portion forming a forward extension of the

deflector portion from the ridge, and the attachment portion being attached to

said extension.

Naturally, the vertical length and the shape of the attachment may

be customized by being selected in accordance with the length and shape of a

particular sportsperson's ears, and in accordance with an expected or actual

angle of attack, which angle of attack varies from sport to sport, which the

sportsperson's head is expected to make with air flow past the sportsperson's

head. The size and the shape of the attachment may further be customized in

accordance with personal auditory preference of sportspeople, an in accordance

with the particular construction of an item of protective sports gear to which the

attachment is intended to be attached.

The attachment portion may be of unitary construction, being

releasably attached to the forward extension of the deflector portion.

In one embodiment, the attachment may be for attachment to a

protective sports helmet, the attachment portion including at least one clip for

attaching the attachment to a strap ofthe sports helmet, each clip including a pair

of limbs fast with each other at the leading edge of the deflector portion and

projecting rearwardly from the leading edge, one limb being located on the

operatively inner face of the forward extension of the deflector portion and the

other limb being located on the operatively

P. 13'20
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length of the extension, the clip comprising two limbs fast with the spine

formation for receiving therebetween part of a said ear shaft assembly.

The spine formation may be of composite construction, having an

inner component located on the Inner face of the extension and from which inner

component the clip projects, and an outer component located on the outer face of

the extension, one said component being provided with a prong projecting

laterally therefrom through an opening in the extension spaced from the leading

edge of the deflector portion and spaced from said ridge, the other said

component being provided with an aperture for securingly receiving the prong.

Said one component may include a plurality of said prongs

longitudinally spaced in series, the extension being provided with a

corresponding plurality of said openings for respectively receiving the respective

prongs, the other component being provided with a corresponding plurality of

apertures for respectively securingly receiving the respective prongs, one of the

components being provided with an operatively upwardly projecting restriction or

stop formation for abutting the ear shaft assembly of the pair of glasses, to

restrict pivoting of the lower end of the attachment away form the side of the face

of a wearer of the pair of glasses about an axis extending in the fore and aft

direction, parallel to the ear shaft of the glasses.

The attachment portion may be of resiliently flexible construction,

the flexibility of the spine formation increasing towards the operatively lower end

thereof, to promote conformation of the Inner edge of the deflector portion with a

side of the face of

AMENDED SHEET
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CLAIMS:

j An air-deflection attachment for an item of protective sports gear

worn on the head of a wearer, the attachment including:

a deflector portion of unitary substantially air-impermeable flexible

construction for location alongside the face and forwardly from an ear of a wearer

of the item of protective gear, the deflector portion being generally in the form of

a vertically elongated aerofoil, having an operatively inner face and an

operatively outer face, the inner face and the outer face meeting along an

operatively leading edge of the deflector portion and respectively extending

between said leading edge and an operatively trailing edge of the deflector

portion, the inner face providing an inner edge spaced laterally inwardly from the

trailing edge for substantially sealingly abutting a side of the face of the wearer,^

the inner edge being provided by a ridge extending longitudinally along at least

part of the inner face of the deflector portion^ and the outer face being for

deflecting flow of air past the head of a wearer arising from movement of the

wearer in a direction in which the wearer is facing, the deflection being away from

the wearer's outer ear canal opening, and acting to reduce wind noise levels

experienced by the wearer when moving, the deflector portion being in the form

of a moulding of resiliency flexible plastics foam construction, the flexible

construction of the deflector portion permitting conformation of the inner edge

thereof to the shape of the side of the face of a wearer of the item of protective

geanjand

an attachment portion attached to the deflector portion for releasably

attaching the attachment to the item of protective gear.
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2 . An attachment as claimed in Claim 1, in which the ridge providing

The inner edge of the deflector portion is spaced from the leading edge of the

deflector portion and spaced from the trailing edge of the deflector portion, part of

the deflector portion forming a forward extension of the deflector portion from the

ridge, and the attachment portion being attached to said extension.

3 An attachment as claimed in Claim 2. in which the attachment

portion is of unitary construction, being releasably attached to the forward

extension of the deflector portion.

4. An attachment as claimed In Claim 3, which is for attachment to a

protective sports helmet, the attachment portion Including at least one clip for

attaching the attachment to a strap of the sports helmet, each clip including a pair

of limbs fast with each other at the leading edge of the deflector portion and

projecting rearwardly from the leading edge, one limb being located on the

operatively inner face of the forward extension of the deflector portion and the

other limb being located on the operatively outer face of the extension, with the

extension being sandwiched between the limbs Of each clip, the extension being

provided with at least one opening spaced from the leading edge of the deflector

portion and spaced from said ridge, through which aperture at least one of the

limbs of each clip extends, the free ends of the limbs

AMENDED SHEET
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of each clip being releasably securable together, to permit the strap of the helmet

to be received between the extension and one of the limbs of each clip.

5 An attachment as claimed in Claim 4, In which each attachment

portion includes a plurality, of said clips longitudinaHy spaced in series along the

*ngth of the extension, the attachment portion also Including

connecting the plurality of clips together, the extension being provded wrth a

Z2* * spaced openin9s throu9h which one

of each clip extends.

e An attachment as claimed In any ona of .ha preceding claims, in

which *. attachment portion b in M form of a moulding of flexible aynfhaUc

plastics material.

7 An attachment as claimad in Claim 2. which is for attachment to a

pair of giassas. tha attachment portion Including a clip for attaching the

attachment to an ear shaft assembly of the pair of glasses.

a An attachment as claimed In Cairn 7. in which the attachment

portion includes an elongated spine formation fast with and extending

^udinaHy along at leas, part of ft. vertical lengttv of the extension, the clip

ZSXX. «- *e spine .Ormatton for racing therebetween

part of a said ear shaft assembly.

a An attachment as claimed in Claim 8. in which the spine formation

is of composite construction, having an inner component located on the inner

face of the

AMFNDED SHEET
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extension and from which Inner component the dip projects, and an outer

component iocated on the outer face of the extension, one said component be,ng

provided with a prong projecting lateraliy therefrom through an opening in the

extension spaced from the leading edge of the deflector portion and spaced from

said ridge, the other said component being provided with an aperture for

securingly receiving the prong.

10 An attachment as claimed In Claim 0. in which said one component

includes a plurality of said prongs longitudinally spaced In series, the extension

being provided with a corresponding plurality of said openings for respecfvely

receiving the respective prongs, the other component being provided
^

with a

corresponding plurality of apertures for respectively securing* receiving *e

respective prongs, one of the components being provided with an operafvely

upwardly projecting restriction or stop formation for abutting the ear shaft

assembly of the pair of glasses, to restrict pivoting of the lower end of the

T
h

wearer rt^ pair of glasaes
attachment away form tne sioe ot w
about an axis extending in the fore and aft directton. paraHel to the ear shaft of

the glasses.

„ An attachment aa claimed in Claim 9 or Claim 10. in which the

attachment portion la of reanienay flexible eonatiucflon, the flexibility of .he spine

leasing the opere^ely fcwer en,I
thereof to P^moU,

conformation of the .nner edge of the deflector portion w*h a e,de of the face of

the wearer of a pair of glasses to which the attachment Is attached.

AMFNDED SHEET
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12 An attachment as claimed in any one of Claims 9-11 inclusive, in

which the inner component and the outer component are In the form of mouldings

of flexible synthetic plastics material.

13 a set of attachments for an item of protective gear, the set including

two attachments as claimed in any one of the preceding claims, one of the

attachments being shaped for association with the left ear of a wearer of the item

of protective gear, the other attachment being shaped for association w,th the

right ear of the wearer.

14 A protective sports gear assembly which comprises:

an item of protective sports gear worn on the head of a wearer, and

a pair of air-deflection attachments attached to opposes sides of the ,tem

of protective sports gear, each air-deflection attachment being an attachment as

claimed in any one of Cla.ms 1 - 3 inclusive, one attachment being shaped for

association with left ear of a wearer of the item of protective sports gear, and the

other attachment being shaped for association with the right ear of the wearer.

15 A protective sports gear assembly as claimed in Claim 14. in which

the item of protective sports gear is a protective sports helmet having chin straps

each air-deflection attachment being an attachment as claimed in any one of

Claims 4 - 6 inclusive, each attachment being attached to a chin strap of the

helmet.
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16 A protective sports gear assembly as daimed in Claim 14, in which

the item of sports gear is a pair of glasses, each air-deflection attachment being

an attachment as claimed in any one cf Claims 7-12 inclusive, each attachment

being attached to an ear shaft assembly of the pair of glasses.

AMFNDED SHEET
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